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SS22

WELCOME TO

KIDS
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SS22

Please, relax and enjoy your stay.
We have prepared the finest

selection of summer shoes for you
in the most refreshing colours.
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WASABI TRIGO CORALINA LIRIO ATLÁNTICO
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rojo

marino

jeans

zinc

beige blanco

negro

rosa

glaciar

coralina

wasabi

mimosa

celeste lirio

106613
1915 LONA ECOLÓGICA

The iconic victoria canvas trainers, just as we have been making 
them for over 50 years. Made from organic cotton grown, spun
and woven in Spain and a natural rubber sole from the Hevea

tree. They are washable and super resistant and...they
still smell like strawberries!

Sustainable Dear World: model.
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dalia

rojo

coralina

blanco

marino

victoria classic canvas Mary Janes with classic sole. Made in 
ecological cotton and natural rubber with a strap fastening that

facilitates the fit and encourages independence.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

106611
1915 MERCEDES LONA ECO
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rojo, marino & blanco

Buckle sandal with classic victoria sole. Made in Spain with
ecological cotton and natural rubber. Easy to wash and very

comfortable to put on and take off.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

106612
1915 SANDALIA LONA ECO
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rosa & beige

Patent Mary Janes with classic victoria sole in vulcanised natural 
rubber and a strap fastening that facilitates the fit and encourages 

independence.

1066157
1915 MERCEDES BRILLO
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16 17

lirio & wasabi

Classic victoria “Inglesas” for children, made with DREC® (Dyeable 
recycled Eco Cotton) recycled cotton canvas and 20% recycled toe 
cap sole. Instead of laces, they have a soft elastic for an easy fit. 

One of the most ecological Dear World: models. Resistant,
light and easy to wash.

106627
1915 PUNTERA LONA RECICLADA DREC®
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beige

azul

plomo gris

ballet

marino

blanco

nube

nude rojo

añil

dalia

pomelo

limón currymaiz

negro

oro

frambuesa

jade atlántico

hielo

sandía

oliva
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pomelo

lirio

wasabi

maízdalia

 Classic victoria’s Mary Janes for children, made of recycled dyed 
cotton canvas DREC® (Dyeable Recycled Eco Cotton) and with 20% 
recycled material in the sole. They are washable, the fastening is by 
means of a self-adhesive strip that encourages independence and 

they have a rubber toe cap that makes them ultra-resistant.

Undoubtedly, one of the summer Dear World: must-haves

136605
1915 PUNTERA SANDALIA RECICLADA DREC®
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nude & frambuesa

azul & marino

jade & beige

blanco

atlantico
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azul

beige

gris

hielo

marino

blanco

frambuesa

atlántico

curry

oliva

Kids’ sandal, made of recycled dyed cotton canvas DREC® (Dyeable 
Recycled Eco Cotton) and classic victoria sole with 20% recycled 

material. They are washable, the fastening is by means of a self-adhe-
sive strip that encourages independence and they have a rubber toe 

cap that makes them ultra-resistant.

Undoubtedly, one of the Dear World: summer must-haves.

136625
1915 PUNTERA TINTADA RECICLADA DREC®
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pacífico

carmín

blanco

jeansmarino

antracita beigegris

glaciar

citrón

dalia skin

curry

Basketball trainer with classic victoria toe cap sole. 
Made from Ecological cotton: grown, spun and woven in

Spain and 20% recycled material in the sole. 
The fastening is by means of two hook-and-loop fasteners

to promote independence and facilitate fit. 

Sustainable Dear World: style.

136606
1915 PUNTERA TIRAS ADHESIVAS
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fucsia & blanco

rosa

azul

Recycled laceless canvas shoes in white, with 100% recycled
cotton lining and coloured sole with toe cap made of 20% 

recycled material. One of our most sustainable and
fresh Dear World: model for the summer.

1366140
1915 PUNTERA DEAR WORLD
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verde

azul

azul

rosa

Patent Mary Janes with classic victoria sole in vulcanised natural 
rubber, and a strap fastening that makes it easy to put on

and encourages independence.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1366157
1915 PUNTERA BAILARINA ELÁSTICO

Children’s sandal made of eco-friendly canvas and classic victoria 
sole with 20% recycled rubber. They are washable, the fastening is 

by means of a self-adhesive strip that encourages independence and 
they have a rubber toe cap that makes them ultra resistant. 

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1366156
1915 PUNTERA VIVOS CIERRE TIRAS
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jeans

nude

rosa

azul

Monochrome “Inglesa” made out of 100% recycled PE, with 
ecological cotton lining and sole with 20% recycled material in the 

composition. Instead of laces, they feature elastic on the instep.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1366149
1915 PUNTERA MONOCOLOR RECICLADA

victoria’s Classic “Inglesa” with elastic and without laces.
Made of printed cotton with a white base and contrasting piping,

 the sole has 20% recycled material in the composition.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1366151
1915 PUNTERA ESTAMPADOS
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jade jade & lila

victoria’s 100% cotton canvas “Inglesa” with combined vichy print 
and contrasting piping. The toe cap sole has 20% recycled rubber in 

the composition.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1366152
1915 PUNTERA VICHY COMBINADO

100% cotton sandal with vichy print and recycled sole with rubber 
toe cap. The fastening is by means of an adhesive strip to facilitate 

the fit and encourage independence.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1366153
1915 PUNTERA VICHY 
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mint

rosa

amarillo

“Inglesa” with elastic and toe cap with scales and fruit details.
The sole is made of 20% recycled rubber.

1366126
1915 ELÁSTICO FRUTAS
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amarillo

fucsia

Mesh sandal with riptape fastening and rubber toe cap sole with 
20% recycled material in the composition.

1366155
1915 SANDALIA REJILLA
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marino

rosa

Kids’ sandal, made of DREC® (Dyeable Recycled Eco Cotton)
recycled dyed cotton canvas and a classic victoria sole 

with 20% recycled material. 

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1366154
1915 SANDALIA LONA DREC DREC® ENVEJECIDA
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menta & fucsia

100% organic cotton canvas sandals, with extra flexible
natural rubber sole and buckle fastening. Two models available

in ecru with contrasting piping.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1027136
ALBA LONA VIVOS
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nude & beige

marino

gris & nude

Mary Janes with extra flexible sole in natural rubber and fastening 
with adherent strap, made in shiny fabric.

1027137
ALBA TIRA BRILLO

Single-colour suede Mary Janes with bow and extra-flexible rubber 
sole. Adhesive strap fastening to facilitate independence and fit.

1027138
ALBA LAZO ANTELINA
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rojo

marino

blanco

Baby’s canvas sandal with extra flexible rubber sole and buckle
fastening. Fresh, light and washable, it is the ideal summer

shoe for the little ones.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

102705
ALBA HEBILLA LONA
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cuarzo

marino

blanco

Organic cotton canvas baby’s sandals, with an adherent strap
fastening that facilitates the fit and provides good support and
comfort. In three different colours with extra flexible rubber sole

in the same colour.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

102706
ALBA TIRA LONA
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marino

rosa

plata

Textured metallic glitter ballerina with lace-up bow.
Ideal for mother and daughter looks as they are available
from size 24 to 41. Up to size 34 they have an elastic

on the instep for better support when walking.

1046100
HADA GLITTER
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platino

platino

nude

plata
Canvas ballerina with metallic leopard print and extra flexible

vulcanised natural rubber sole. Up to size 34 they have an elastic
on the instep for better support when walking.

1046104
HADA LEOPARDO METAL

Metallic ballerina with a bow on the instep and elastic up to size 34 
for better support when walking. Available from size 24 to 41.

1046103
HADA BRILLO
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marino

beige

coral

amarillo

Suede ballerina with bow and extra flexible vulcanised rubber sole. 
Up to size 34 they have an elastic on the instep for better support 

when walking.

1046102
HADA ANTELINA
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lila & coral

Cotton ballerina with Liberty print, bow on the neckline and
extra flexible sole. Up to size 34 they have an elasticated

instep for better support.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1046105
HADA LIBERTY
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negro, blanco & marino

negro

blanco

Classic gym shoes made of organic cotton canvas with a central 
elastic band. A victoria classic! Sizes available from 22 to 41.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

104857
CAMPING LONA SOFT

The classic Gong Fu, just as we made them back in the day, in 
organic cotton canvas grown, spun and woven in Spain, with EXTRA 

flexible caramel-coloured vulcanised natural rubber sole.
They fit anywhere!

Sustainable Dear World: model.

108019
GONG FU LONA
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coralina, mimosa & lirio

Mary Janes in organic cotton canvas with removable striped
lacing and hook-and-loop fastening for an easy fit. They have a

wider toebox and a natural rubber sole, so they are perfect
for little feet, available in many colours!

Sustainable Dear World: model.

105110
VERBENA LONA TINTADA
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mimosa

nubemintmarino

rosa

rojo fucsiaflamingo

amarillo

beigeblanco

coralina
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mimosa

marino

flamingo

lila & coral

Ballerina made of ecological cotton and natural rubber sole with
elastic printed with flowers on the instep, super easy to put

on and take off

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1051127
OJALÁ ELÁSTICO FLORES

Cotton Mary Janes with Liberty print, removable bow and hook-and-
loop fastener for an easy fit. They have a wider toebox and a natural 

rubber sole, making them perfect for little feet.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1051126
OJALÁ LIBERTY PAÑUELO
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beige

rosa

azul

cebada

coralina

atlántico

Mary Janes made of metallic fabric with an adherent strap fastening 
and removable bow. They have a wider toebox and the natural rub-
ber sole is flexible and non-slip, so they are ideal for the little ones! 

1051125
OJALÁ BRILLO PAÑUELO

100% cotton Mary Janes, with a pull-on strap fastening
and removable printed bow.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1051124
OJALÁ LONA PAÑUELO PRINT
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marino

beige

Nautical canvas sandal with buckle fastening and vulcanised natural 
rubber sole. Its wide toebox makes it perfect for children’s feet.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1051128
OJALÁ SANDALIA TIRA LONA
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amarillo & nude

Basketball style platforms with monochrome platform made of
recycled suede and cotton, with a 4cm sole with vegetable

oils instead of mineral oils in its composition.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1092165
BARCELONA RECICLADA MONOCOLOR
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lila coral

100% cotton platform trainers with Liberty print and 4 cm. sole.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1092166
BARCELONA LIBERTY
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plata

rosa

mint

Barcelona basketball platforms
in shiny fabric with 4cm sole.  

1092164
BARCELONA BRILLO
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blanco

beige

marino

negro negro

victoria platform basketball trainers. Made in Spain with
100% eco cotton and 4 cm sole with vegetable oils. 

Sustainable Dear World: model.

109200
BARCELONA LONA

109201
BARCELONA LONA PISO NEGRO
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beige

nude

azul

plomo

Barcelona basketball style platforms in recycled dyed canvas
DREC® (Dyeable Recycled Eco Cotton) and 4 cm sole in which
we have swapped out mineral oils for vegetable oils to make

them more sustainable.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1092138
BARCELONA LONA TINTADA DREC®
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blanco

negro

blanco

negro

Basketball mid boot made of eco cotton canvas: grown, spun and 
woven in Spain. With a more biodegradable formulation on the sole, 

lace-up closure and pink rubber victoria stamp on the ankle.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270100
ABRIL BOTÍN LONA

Basketball shoe made of eco cotton canvas: grown, spun and woven 
in Spain. With a more biodegradable formulation on the sole, 
lace-up closure and pink rubber victoria stamp on the ankle.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270101
ABRIL LONA
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wasabi & rosa

Basketball trainer in recycled pastel suede and cotton, with a new 
formulation on the soles that makes it more biodegradable.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270112
ABRIL RECICLADA PASTEL
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coral

Basketball trainer in 100% cotton with Liberty print.
Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270114
ABRIL LIBERTY
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atlántico

ballet

jade

beige

atlántico

ballet

jade

beige

victoria basket style tmid boot in DREC® (Dyeable Recycled Eco 
Cotton) washed canvas and more biodegradable sole with vegetable 

oils instead of minerals in its composition.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270110
ABRIL BOTÍN LONA DREC®

victoria basket style trainer in DREC® (Dyeable Recycled Eco
Cotton) washed canvas and sole with vegetable oils instead

of mineral oils in its composition.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1270111
ABRIL LONA TINTADA DREC®
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blanco

azul

cuarzo

kaki

marino

chicle

Washed cotton canvas trainers with vulcanised natural 
rubber sole with toe cap. Made in Spain.

Sustainable Dear World: model.

1169100
VERBENA LONA TINTADA
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lirio

negro rosa

blancogrosella

rosa antracita

hielo plata

Classic victoria trainers, made from LWG (Leather Working Group) 
certified leather with coloured glitter detail on the heel.

1125104
TENIS PIEL & GLITTER

Textured glitter trainers with mirror
effect metallic toe cap and
matching detail on the heel.

112558
TENIS GLITTER TEXTURA
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marino

nude

azul & verde

victoria trainers with leather effect, with suede detail on the heel
and contrasting round laces. 

1125141
TENIS EFECTO PIEL

victoria trainers with leather effect, with hologram detail.

1125226
TENIS EFECTO PIEL HOLOGRAMA
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jade

rosa Leather-effect lace-up trainers for kids with contrasting
coloured pieces. 

1125268
TENIS EFECTO PIEL COLORES
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nude

plata

rosa

azul

Kids’ glitter trainers with texture and multicoloured adhesive strap 
fastening, which encourages independence and makes it easie

 to put on and take off.

1125292
TENIS GLITTER TIRAS

Kids’ trainers with double strap fastening, made in textured
glitter and metallic coloured details.

1125266
TENIS TIRAS GLITTER
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naranja & amarillo

Kids’ tennis trainers with neon detailing and a strappy fastening that 
encourages independence and makes it easier to get on and off. 

1125291
TENIS TIRAS DETALLE NEÓN



104 105



106 107

cuarzo marino

mostaza lima

blanco

White leather-effect trainers for kids with double strap fastening
that facilitates fit and encourages independence.

1124103
TIEMPO EFECTO PIEL

White leather-effect trainers for kids, with contrasting coloured
pieces and double strap fastening that facilitates fit and

encourages independence.

1124104
TIEMPO EFECTO PIEL
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leopardo

rosa

platino

White leather-effect trainers for children, with contrasting animal print 
and glitter pieces and a double strap fastening that facilitates fit and 

encourages independence.

1124106
TIEMPO EFECTO PIEL & FANTASÍA
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blanco

negro

White leather-effect trainers for kids, with elasticated lace
and a pull-on strap fastening to make it easier to fit and

encourage independence.

1124107
TIEMPO BOTÍN EFECTO PIEL

White leather-effect trainers for children, with contrasting coloured 
parts and a double strap fastening that facilitates fit and encourages 

independence.

1124110
TIEMPO BOTÍN EFECTO PIEL CONTRASTE
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azul

beige

marino

rosa

Leather-effect trainers for kids, with contrasting coloured parts
and a double strap fastening to make it easier to fit and

encourage independence.

1124109
TIEMPO DETALLES COLOR
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2022

LWG-certified white leather trainer with silver medal and glitter detail 
on the heel. The sole has a slight platform and is more biodegradable 

thanks to the vegetable oils in its composition.

1260115
UTOPÍA PIEL & GLITTER
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beige

rosa

jeans

Jogger trainers for kids, made in nylon with suede-effect pieces
in the same colour and double strap fastening that encourages

independence and makes it easier to fit. 

1137101
ASTRO KIDS NYLON
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fucsia & rojo

Jogger trainers for kids, made in nylon with suede-effect pieces
and double strap fastening that encourages independence

and makes it easier to fit. 

1137101
ASTRO KIDS NYLON
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gris

rosa

celeste

Chunky-soled trainers for kids with a nylon base and superimposed 
pieces in different colours. They are decorated on the side with
the Victoria logo and have a fastening system with straps that

encourage independence.

1151100
VETA NYLON TIRAS
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rosa & kaki

Sandals with nylon and neoprene straps in different colours with 
adherent fastening and light block sole with contrasting insole.

1152102
AGOSTO TIRAS NYLON ACOLCHADO
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azul, rosa & amarillo

Classic semi-transparent riber sandal in pastel colours
with tone-on-tone cushioned insole.

1368101
RIO PASTEL



126 127



128 129

rosa

gris

verde

mostaza

azul

marino

plata

nude

Nylon trainers for kids with pull-on straps, white logo on the side, 
rubber toe cap and coloured tread. Super durable and easy

to put on and take off.

1065172
TRIBU TIRAS NYLON

Trainers in shiny material with mirror effect metallic logo on
the side and coloured toe cap. They have a rubber toe cap.

Super resistant and easy to put on and take off.

1065173
TRIBU BASKET TIRAS BRILLO
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Multicoloured tween trainers in pastel tones, with straps
and summer prints.

They have a rubber toe cap and caramel color bumpers.

1065174
TRIBU TIRAS PRINT MULTICOLOR
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marino & mostaza

Deportivas efecto piel perforada con logo lateral en contraste.
Llevan cierre de doble  tira autoadherente que fomenta la autonomía 

y facilita el calce y suela con puntera de goma y huella de color.

1365104
HUELLA TIRAS EFECTO PIEL
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Hope you enjoyed your stay,
see you soon!


